
CABINETRY  FOR THE BATH
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WELCOME
Showplace Cabinetry is nationally-known,  

yet we’re most proud of being locally-owned, 

employee-owned in fact. Our employee-owners 

take great pride in every cabinet crafted for 

your home. Featuring heirloom quality and 

trendsetting style, your creative combinations 

are nearly unlimited, and backed by the 

assurance of a limited lifetime warranty.

What follows is just a small sampling of what 

is possible; with Showplace, your creative 

options are nearly limitless. Bring your ideas to a 

Showplace dealer and discover what we can do 

for you.

2.1

2.1 designed by Creative Kitchen Designs, Inc. in Anchorage, AK For additional ShowplaceEVO design ideas, like image 3.1 above, see pages 16-19.

2.1 3.1
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BRIGHT AND 
WHITE
Who says white has to be plain or boring? 

Add a clean, sleek look to your bathroom. 

Using white as your primary inspiration, 

you not only introduce more light into 

your space, you give the appearance of 

openness with crisp, clean lines.

4.1 4.2

4.3

4.3 designed by Standard Kitchen and Bath in Knoxville, TN

5.1 5.2 5.3

5.55.4
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STATEMENT 
SPACES
Don’t say a word. Let your bathroom 

cabinetry speak for itself with beautiful 

wood tones and stains to complement 

your space. Our eclectic variety of 

finishes adds warmth and texture to your 

space with designs that range from rustic 

to contemporary. The centerpiece of 

your bathroom is given great depth and 

distinction with your chosen wood and 

finish combination.

6.1

6.2 7.5

7.5 designed by Adalay Cabinets & Interiors in Tampa, FL

7.4

7.37.27.1

7.6
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Choose any door style in red oak, rustic 

alder or paint grade. Keep it simple, or add 

free glazing or distressing, or select one 

of the Vintage choices in red oak, rustic 

alder or paint grade. Select satin or matte 

sheen. Then coordinate other elements 

of your home decor with Sherwin-

Williams paints, available at more than 

3,000 sources nationwide. Talk to your 

Showplace dealer to learn all about it.

Showplace painted cabinetry and trim in 

any of more than a thousand Sherwin-

Williams paint colors – that’s what 

Showplace ColorSelect gives you.

POWER OF 
PAINT

9.4 designed by Creative Kitchen Designs, Inc. in Anchorage, AK

9.2

ColorSelect CUSTOM
Have your heart set on a specific paint color 

from another paint brand? Not a problem.  

The Showplace ColorSelect Custom option frees 

you to create cabinetry in any paint color, from 

a suitable swatch or chip. Find the perfect white, 

or add an adventurous color. Some limitations 

apply, so talk to your Showplace dealer about 

this special offering.

8.2

9.1

9.3 9.4 9.58.3

8.1

9.2
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ACCENTING 
FEATURES
Tile accents with wood add a 

playful, classy touch to your 

bathroom. These simple pops 

of pattern and color completely 

change the appearance of a room, 

lending function and personality. 

 

Universal design (image 10.1) creates 

safer and more convenient aging 

in place functionality; Showplace 

makes it easy to achieve barrier-free 

living that becomes a beautiful and 

valuable asset to the home.

10.1 designed by Doucet Remodeling & Design in Stoneham, MA

10.1

11.1

10.1 11.4

11.3

11.2

11.4 designed by America’s Best Cabinets, Inc. in Lake Geneva, WI
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CONVENIENCE  
ACCESSORIES
Maximize your storage space with a versatile 

range of Showplace convenience accessories 

designed specifically for your bathroom 

essentials. Talk to your Showplace designer 

to learn more.

V0346

V0348

V0325

V0347

12.1

12.1 designed by Norfolk Kitchen & Bath in Nashua, NH
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13.1 13.3 13.4

13.2
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Vanities no longer have to be bound to the 

floor. Create an airy, modern feel in your 

bathroom design with Showplace floating 

vanities. These are specially engineered 

and reinforced to attach firmly to the wall. 

The result is a spa-like impression that 

makes a small bath feel bigger. Showplace 

has a comprehensive selection of floating 

vanity cabinet configurations, so your 

options are wide open. Additional floating 

vanities shown throughout: 3.1, 6.2, 8.3, 

13.3, 16.1, 17.1, and 19.3.

FLOATING 
VANITIES

14.1 14.2 14.3

14.4
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It’s easy to get the elegant look of freestanding furniture with Showplace pre-assembled vanities. These versatile, made-to-order designs 

come ready to install, in your choice of door style, wood and finish. Add your top, sink and hardware, and your customized furniture 

vanity creation is complete. You can also create a vanity mirror frame to match any Showplace door style and finish as shown in the 

lower left corner. Additional furniture vanities shown throughout: 5.5, 8.1, 9.3, 11.3, 13.2, and 17.5.

FURNITURE VANITIES

15.1

15.2 15.3 15.4 15.5
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We think the best full-access cabinets 

should be, well, the best. And with 

ShowplaceEVO, that’s what you’ll get. 

Our full-access, or frameless, cabinetry is 

backed by a limited lifetime warranty that 

guarantees a durable product, built to suit 

your space and budget. Every cabinet is 

made in America and crafted one at a time 

to meet your specifications. We want you to 

begin and end every day in the Showplace 

of your dreams, so let’s get started.

Welcome to EVO
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16.1

17.1

17.3 17.4 17.5

17.2

16.1 designed by Adalay Cabinets & Interiors in Tampa, FL
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18.318.3

18.1 18.2

18.3 designed by America’s Best Cabinets, Inc. in Lake Geneva, WI
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When you choose Showplace, your cabinets 

will withstand years of use without showing 

it. Every ShowplaceEVO cabinet is crafted 

for stability, with solid hardwood or veneered 

engineered wood for doors and drawer 

headers. Slab surfaces are durable and 

easy to clean and your choice of species, 

surface, finish, and style is nearly unlimited in 

combination. The designs shown here are a 

small sampling. Talk to your ShowplaceEVO 

dealer to learn more.

Made with you in mind

19.1

19.3 19.419.2
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